
What did you appreciate most about this class?
The teacher was exceptional at teaching me.

The professor was very fair and clear at all times, and accommodated students.

The class was organized and introduced new topics in a clear and illustrative manner. There were no surprises and what was expected of students was outlined on day one.

widely available material noted weekly slides

discussion videos

Clear examples were given both in class and discussion

I appreciated how the course was formatted to ensure student learning and retention of information

i loved that our teacher was very knowledgeable.

Even though Ms. Smith is a PhD student, I thought she was the best instructor I have had at UCD.

I came to this class knowing almost nothing about futures and options markets, but the instructor and the TAs did a fantastic job introducing me to those concepts. I hope to go into the
agricultural field (seed production), so I hope to utilise some of the things I've learned in my career.

I liked the guest lecture and the challenging quizzes. I learned a lot in this class.

I liked the homework as prep for the quiz!

It may seem irrelevant but the weekly surveys helped me feel less overwhelmed by just discussing things that were stress factors in and outside of the class.

Trading assignment
It taught us how to analyze futures

Are there any aspects of this course you would like to see improved?
The TAs have had some struggles doing zoom correctly, but nothing very bad.

Have Sarah be a professor.

Not that I can think of.

a more throughout simulation game, maybe from the second week to the last two week

more examples

not off the top of my head

No.

No.

It would have been great if we could learn more about options contracts more. I feel like we spent a bit too much time covering futures contracts relative to options contracts.

I wish quizzes were available after grading to see what I got wrong even though I was able to do it during office hours.

Maybe some suggested background information could help!



It was hard to tell since it was a summer class so the pace is inherently different from classes during the year.

The explanation and feedback from the trading assignment
Eg: why did the wealth future price drop?

What did you appreciate most about this instructor?
Wonderful enthusiasm for the topics engage myself, and I assume others, during lecture. Also, the pace she teaches at is perfect.

She is better than the other professors in ARE

The instructor presented difficult material in lectures clearly and included many great real-world examples. This helped my understanding of the material immensely.

your comprehensive teaching style and awesome accent <3

nice and caring

Taught very clearly and explained concepts in different ways to help understand

Her enthusiasm about the subject and care for the wellbeing of her students.

she was very clear

She knows the material and knows how to structure a quality class.

I really admired her effort and dedication for us to learn and have our questions answered. She was once unsure about my question during office hours, but she spent the time to email me to
follow up on my question. Most instructors wouldn't even bother following up with a student, but to her, it seems like everyone deserves her full effort.

I liked the instructor's passion for teaching this subject. I can tell they love what thtey do which got me excited to learn more. She also gave out extra articles to learn outside of class and gave
us useful skills on how to use barchart and cme.

I appreciated her flexibility to watch asynchronous and to drop one quiz

She actually took the time to read the surveys and converse with us through them individually

friendly responsive, sympathetic, enthusiastic

Is there anything you would like to see the instructor do to improve his/her teaching?
No

N/A

Not that I can think of.

be more specific on certain explanations or topics

not off the top of my head

No.

No

no criticism on my end. great job!! :D



She did a great job especially for her first time!

none that i cant think of

the subtitle sometime didn't math up with lecture


